
00:01:39 The creature hits the man in the face 
throwing him away from it

00:01:41 A spaceship lands as wipe reveals it’s 
CGI

00:01:48 An alien creature walks out of the 
spaceship

00:01:52 An Alien creature with four limbs is 
shown 

00:01:57 A CG space vehicle crashes toward 
the screen

00:02:04 A fully CG tracking shot though a long 
battle between two alien creature groups

00:02:17 An alien punches its enemy and gets 
shot in the back afterwards

00:02:21 It lays face facing downwards as the 
enemy pushes his head into the ground

00:02:32 A boy in a spacesuit and an alien 
stand side by side and look out into a beautiful 
landscape

00:02:41 Accenture Song #VFX logo appears

00:00:00 Accenture Song #VFX logo appears

00:00:04 Zoom in to a landscape with tents and 
a spaceship

00:00:12 A group of people walk across a jungle. 
A wipe reveals the Jungle was CG

00:00:25 A group of people climbing in a studio 
while greenscreen transitions into them climbing 
up a mountain

00:00:30 A robot is shown from behind as it 
looks up a mountain

00:00:33 A transition from green screen into a 
CG waterfall

00:00:38 Two tents mounted on the ledge of a 
mountain as it dissolves piece by piece

00:00:46 The camera pans down and shows 
little CG creatures nibbling on the mountain

00:00:52 Three people hold hands and jump off 
a cliff with wingsuits on

00:00:57 They start flying upwards still holding 
hands as the mountain dissolves completely

00:01:10 Lava runs down a mountain

00:01:15 An alien creature stands on a cliff and 
looks on to the landscape below

00:01:28 A spaceship flies above clouds and 
beside lightning 

00:01:36 A man faces an alien creature as it 
walks slowly towards him
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